Guidance for non-lesson activities
Dinner Time
 Option to eat in class, and possibly build up to eating in hall if appropriate
identify pupils/classes this is needed for, check staffing, inform MDSAs
 Using social stories and timetables if appropriate- for pupils that need
extra support with this, timetable strips can be made to show pupils exactly
what is going to happen at lunch time e.g. go to hall-sit- eat dinner- drinkeat pudding- wait- clean table- classroom. Depending on the pupil this may
need to be broken down further.

 Consistency with MDSAs
 Time go early/stay late
 Consider sensory issues- noise, smell –pupils can be provided with ear

defenders or eat in another area
 Use first/then strips



Dinner menu to have photos and symbols of what is available each class to
also have smaller copies for pupils to choose from


 If pupils are anxious teach them to use ‘break cards’ so that they can ask to
leave before anxiety/challenging behaviour starts

productions
 Make practises part of lessons include in planning and lessons e.g. practise
songs as part of circle time, make resources in group-work, enrichment
(seniors)
 Practise songs in ‘singing time’ on a Friday so that everyone knows the songs
and can join in (primary)
 use social stories to explain what to expect in the rehearsal/performance
e.g may be loud
 Have a structure-keep the same each time, ensure all staff know what is
happening before pupils arrive, no ‘dithering’ or unnecessary waiting.
 Individual timetables for those pupils that need it- break down the
performance e.g. star song- red class dance- cake song- blue class song…..
etc

 During individual class performances have everyone involved doing something
(holding activity)-e.g. waving flags/stars, actions to songs
 If pupils find it difficult to attend the whole of the performance/rehearsal
they can just come in for a bit or leave before they become anxious
 Use ear defenders if necessary
 Use now/next strips
 If pupils are anxious teach them to use ‘break cards’ so that they can ask to
leave before anxiety/challenging behaviour starts

 Take items into hall that pupils can look at, play with, twiddle if they find
waiting hard or need something to fidget with.

Assembly
 Use a timetable- large for everyone, individual for those that need it-e.g.
certificates-song-story-prayer, Jenny to ask Andrea to make large symbols
and small symbols + strips, person leading assembly to prepare before
assembly
 Use now/next strips
 More interactive/sensory teachers to plan interactive activities that keep
pupils on task/motivated
 Set seating arrangements, same each week (seniors)
 Not so formal/Shorter
 be on time, ready to start on time at 9:30
 Flexibility in attendance: If pupils find it hard to attend assemblies,
accessing for shorter periods and building time up, always making experience
positive
 Look at why individual pupils find assemblies hard-(sensory issues, waiting,
sitting, boredom) what could be put in place?
 The assembly could be done in a classroom where it is quieter for pupils not
accessing the main assembly.
 Take items into hall that pupils can look at, play with if they find waiting
hard.

 If pupils are anxious teach them to use ‘break cards’ so that they can ask to
leave before anxiety/challenging behaviour starts

Activity Days
 more structure (not a free for all) pupils start on one activity and move
around in a circuit, a bell/or alternative could signal when activities are to be
changed.
 activities to be manned one member of each class to stay with their activity
to ‘man’ it, they can explain what is to be done and help pupils
 activities suitable for all ensure that activities are suitable and
differentiated for all needs of pupils, each activity, if needed, could be
differentiated 3 ways, ensure there are ways for pupils in wheelchairs to
access activity- trays etc.
 duplicate of activities to be put in one classroom (or taken back to pupil’s
own classroom) where it is quieter.
 mixed groups to encourage social skills, each group will be mixed with pupils
from each class.
 definite start and finish everyone to come into the hall on time, activities
explained, starting activity e.g. song to start the session, at the end pupils
could have a calming time before returning to class.
 Use a timetable strip if needed e.g. hall, song, painting, icing biscuits, sand
tray, classroom.
 Activities to be planned and shared with all teachers in advance so that they
can prepare pupils for what is happening.

Wet play
 still take pupils out if they want to go out (unless absolutely tipping down)
for those pupils ask for water proofs to be kept at school/sent in daily.
MDSAs to be informed.
 go out at different times- be flexible if forecast is bad all day but it stops
raining at 11:30 take advantage and go out then.
 go out for a shorter period could be just a quick 5 minute run around.
 Plan more lessons outside so pupils are getting outside more- use outdoor
classroom for lessons (whatever the weather)
 If inside offer pupils a choice of what they want to do.

End of day
 Option for some classes/pupils to stay in class ensure caller knows who
these pupils are.
 Have something to do - box of books? classes to sort a box of books for
their class that they can bring down to the hall for pupils to look at after
the creed.
 Use timetable strips: e.g. creed, wait, read book, bus, home

playtimes
 Option to stay in pupils should be given the option to stay in if they want.
Use a playtime choose board

 Safe space/ quiet area (sensory garden/wildlife garden- primary) Using
other areas- quad/common room (seniors)
 Some pupils may need to go out when no one else is out or just a few pupils
 Grass clippings to be collected
 Free flow between playgrounds
 Fence of muddy areas
 Better locks on gates
 Staff to interact and provide play activities for pupils.
 Defined playgrounds- quiet/activity (seniors)
 Have a choice board outside on playgrounds

trips
 Social stories
 Go to familiar places- repeat
 Prepare
 Use photos
 Have individual timetables.

